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Hydrodynamic instabilities can occur during multiple phases of inertial confinement fusion
experiments causing unwanted hydrodynamic mixing, limiting gain and stymie fusion
ignition. Therefore, it is important to fundamentally understand these instabilities through
experiments, simulations, and theory. Using high-energy lasers, we can create strong
pressure and velocity gradients that drive hydrodynamic instabilities under high-energydensity conditions. Also, strong radiation fields can affect hydrodynamic evolution. I will
present a study of the evolution of hydrodynamic instabilities and radiative shocks,
specifically the suppression of Kelvin-Helmholtz growth due to compressible effects, and the
ablative stabilization of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. We use the x-ray radiography
technique to create a 2D image of instability growth and observe the evolution of these
processes.
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